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The aim of this tutorial on Generic Buildings for both the FS9 and the
FSX is to consolidate different contributions and findings made between
October 2005 and February 2008 in the FSDeveloper Forum under :
"FSDeveloper Community => Development => Scenery Design =>
3D Objects =>Other 3D Objects => Generic Buildings: large texture
numbers"
Direct access to this thread is
http://www.fsdeveloper.com/forum/showthread.php?t=1581
There were several renowned scenery design experts participating in this
discussion (*), among them Doug Matthews from Microsoft Game
Studios.
One of his statements is worth to be used at the opening of this tutorial
as a summary characterisation of Generic Buildings:

"Generic Buildings are a wonderful tool to fill out an area.
Our Data Techs (the team that builds the world we ship)
couldn't do it without them. But Generic Buildings can be
a bit quirky and trying to get absolute control over their
use of textures is not really possible (trust me - I've fixed
a few bugs in the source code)."
Everybody, please bear that in mind and read carefully!
____________________________________________________
(*) Doug Matthews
Luis Sá
Arno Gerretsen
Jon Patch

Notes:
- This tutorial is for both the FS9 and the FSX.
- In those cases, where data or procedures differ from FS9 to FSX the following
color code is used:
- FS9 only is shown or framed in red
- FSX only is shown or framed in blue
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1. Introduction
"Generic Buildings" are one of several types of Scenery Objects" which are defined in the
FS9 SDK-document "Compiling Scenery with BGLComp".
This can be seen in the following list:
Scenery Objects
SceneryObject
BiasXYZ
Effect
GenericBuilding
PyramidalBuilding
MultiSidedBuilding
RectangularBuilding
LibraryObject
Trigger
Windsock
Beacon
AttachedObject
ModelData
ExclusionRectangle
Facility Data
Airport
etc
Contrary to "Library Objects", which have to be generated independent from FSX (for
instance with GMax) and subsequently stored in separate BGL-files for libraries and
placement, "Generic Buildings" are an inherent part of FS. There are:
-

3 types of buildings
4 roof shapes
223 wall textures
37 roof textures

From these elements you can compose a building which needs only be placed with a BGLfile in the FS.
For all scenery designers, who shy away from GMax's complexity or do not have the time or
are simply lazy people, "Generic Buildings" are the right thing.
Generic buildings are generated in a XML-file and subsequently compiled to the BGL-format.
In Fig. 1 such the content of such a XML-file is shown.
- The first data block "Scenery Object" contains only the usual placement data
(Lat/Long, Heading etc )
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Fig. 1: XML-file with the building parameters
- Below the headline "Generic Building" are all parameters, which define the shape and
the appearance of a building.
- These parameters are either dimensions
(arrows A in fig. 1) or textures in the form of list-numbers (arrows B).
- All these parameters will be explained in subsequent sections.
Inserting or editing those parameters could be made manually.
But fortunately there are tools available to do that much more easily.
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2. Tools and Requirements
(A)
An ideal tool for generating or editing FS9 - Generic Buildings is "ObPlacer_XML 0.83" of
Arno Gerretsen.
- ObPlacer_XML can be downloaded from
http://www.fsdeveloper.com/forum/downloads.php?do=file&id=13
(B)
An ideal tool for generating or editing FSX - Generic Buildings is "SBuilderX 313" of Luis Sà
- SBuilderX 313 can be downloaded from
http://www.fsdeveloper.com/forum/downloads.php?do=file&id=72
(C)
In cases, where (A) or (B) do not work properly an XML-file must be generated manually.
For this there are several programs on the market.
A good one is "XMLPad Pro" from WMHelp
- XMLPad Pro can be downloaded from
http://www.wmhelp.com/download.htm
(D)
For the FS9 We need the program "FSUIPC" of Peter Dowson
- FSUIPC can be downloaded from
http://www.schiratti.com/dowson.html
Since this is used only as data transporter between FS9 and ObPlacer_XML, the
freeware version 3.93 for FS2004 is sufficient.
The unzipped file "FSUIPC.dll" must be placed in "...\FS9\Modules".
(E)
There is the graphic package "MWGFX-DLL" of Martin Wright.
- MWGFX can be downloaded from
http://www.mnwright.btinternet.co.uk/
The download produces the file "mwgfxdll.exe", which installs the whole package in the
directory "System32" of "Windows".
(F)
When working directly with a XML-file, this has eventually to be compiled to a BGL-file.
While this can be done via the "BglComp.exe" - files to be found among the FS9/FSX SDK
programs, a much better tool is Arno Gerretsen's "CompileHelper 2.0", since it displays all
results of the compilation process.
- ComPileHelper 2.0 can be downloaded from:
http://www.fsdeveloper.com/forum/downloads.php?do=file&id=75
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2.1 Use of ObPlacer_XML
Included with this tool you find a PDF version of the manual. For the most recent version of
the manual, please visit the FSDeveloper Wiki:
http://www.fsdeveloper.com/wiki/index.php?title=ObPlacer_XML
This manual explains how to operate ObPlacer_XML
The unique feature of the program is its Preview capability, which shows immediately "dynamically" - any change in the parameters of the selected building.
With this we can inspect easily the available standard buildings.

2.2 Use of SBuilderX 313
Included with this tool you find a Help-file "SBuilderX313.chm" in HTML-format
This Help explains how to operate SBuilderX.L
The unique feature of the program is its Preview capability, which shows immediately "dynamically" - any change in the parameters of the selected building.
With this we can inspect easily the available standard buildings.

3. Generic Building Types and Elements
We use ObPlacer_XML for FS9 or SBuilderX for FSX to inspect the basic types of generic
buildings.
For this we run the program and use the main window. There we see the 3 main types of
generic buildings:
- Flat-, Ridge-, Peaked- and Slant-roofed Rectangular Building
- Pyramidal Building
- MultiSided Building (many sides = round)
These six types are shown in Fig. 2 below.
Generic Building consists of 6 elements:
- BOTTOM (lower part of the building)
- WINDOW (middle section)
- TOP (upper part)
- ROOF
- GABLE (for Ridge- and Slant-Roofs only)
- FACE (for Slant-Roofs only)
The position of the elements is shown in Fig. 3:
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Fig. 2:

The 6 basic types of Generic Buildings

Fig. 3: The Elements of a Generic Building
It is obvious from Fig. 2 and 3 that not all building types have the same elements.
A Flat Roof Rectangular Building does not need Gable elements and a Multisided Building
must not have a Ridge Roof.
That means that the mix of parameters shown in the XML-file of Fig. 1 above varies between
the building types and elements.
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4. The Allowed Elements of Each Building Type
It is of utmost importance, that the XML-file of a certain Building type does not contain
elements, which do not "belong" to this type, because the Compiler will not accept this
combination.
This "allowed mix" is specified in the documentation of the BglComp-SDK and is shown
below:
Rectangular Building
with FLAT Roof

Rectangular Building
with PEAKED Roof

roofType="FLAT"
sizeX="44"
sizeZ="44"
sizeBottomY="5"
textureIndexBottomX="512"
textureIndexBottomZ="512"
sizeWindowY="250"
textureIndexWindowX="1024"
textureIndexWindowY="2048"
textureIndexWindowZ="1024"
sizeTopY="5"
textureIndexTopX="512"
textureIndexTopZ="512"
textureIndexRoofX="256"
textureIndexRoofZ="256"

roofType="PEAKED"
sizeX="44"
sizeZ="44"
sizeBottomY="5"
textureIndexBottomX="512"
textureIndexBottomZ="512"
sizeWindowY="225"
textureIndexWindowX="768"
textureIndexWindowY="384"
textureIndexWindowZ="768"
sizeTopY="5"
textureIndexTopX="512"
textureIndexTopZ="512"
textureIndexRoofX="256"
textureIndexRoofZ="256"
sizeRoofY="45"
textureIndexRoofY="256"

Rectangular Building
with RIDGE Roof

Rectangular Building
with SLANT Roof

roofType="RIDGE"
sizeX="44"
sizeZ="44"
sizeBottomY="5"
textureIndexBottomX="512"
textureIndexBottomZ="512"
sizeWindowY="225"
textureIndexWindowX="768"
textureIndexWindowY="384"
textureIndexWindowZ="768"
sizeTopY="5"
textureIndexTopX="552"
textureIndexTopZ="552"
textureIndexRoofX="256"
textureIndexRoofZ="256"
sizeRoofY="45"
gableTexture="30"
textureIndexGableY="256"
textureIndexGableZ="256"

roofType="SLANT"
sizeX="44"
sizeZ="44"
sizeBottomY="5"
textureIndexBottomX="512"
textureIndexBottomZ="512"
sizeWindowY="225"
textureIndexWindowX="768"
textureIndexWindowY="384"
textureIndexWindowZ="768"
sizeTopY="5"
textureIndexTopX="552"
textureIndexTopZ="552"
textureIndexRoofX="256"
textureIndexRoofZ="256"
sizeRoofY="45"
gableTexture="30"
textureIndexGableY="256"
textureIndexGableZ="256"
faceTexture="30"
textureIndexFaceX="100"
textureIndexFaceY="100"
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Pyramidal Building

MultiSided Building

sizeX="76"
sizeZ="46"
sizeTopX="57"
sizeTopZ="34"
sizeBottomY="10"
textureIndexBottomX="1024"
textureIndexBottomZ="512"
sizeWindowY="170"
textureIndexWindowX="512"
textureIndexWindowY="1088"
textureIndexWindowZ="256"
sizeTopY="10"
textureIndexTopX="980"
textureIndexTopZ="596"
textureIndexRoofX="256"
textureIndexRoofZ="256"

buildingSides="12"
smoothing="FALSE"
sizeX="130"
sizeZ="130"
sizeBottomY="5"
textureIndexBottomX="768"
sizeWindowY="40"
textureIndexWindowX="768"
textureIndexWindowY="1024"
sizeTopY="5"
textureIndexTopX="768"
sizeRoofY="0"
textureIndexRoofX="256"
textureIndexRoofY="256"
textureIndexRoofZ="256"/

The function of each element type in these XML-files are described in detail in the following
chapters

5. The Dimensions of a Generic Building
A Generic Building has dimensions in 3 axes which are indicated in red in Fig. 3 above.
- Latitudinal (X-axis)
- Height (Y-axis)
- Longitudinal (Z-axis
In Fig 3 it is apparent, that dimensions in X- and Z-axis are valid for the whole building.
In Y-axis however each element of the building has its own individual dimension
- The Width (X-axis) and Depth (Z-axis) is only available for the
BOTTOM section
- The Hight (Y-axis) is available separately for BOTTOM, WINDOW,
TOP and ROOF
- The dimensions of GABLE and FACE are determined by
BOTTOM (X,Z) and TOP (Y)
It is useful to see this also in the XML-file of a Generic Building, which can be looked at with
Notepad or even better with XMLPad Pro.
In Fig. 4 below the XML-file is shown with the dimensions marked in green and brown.
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Fig. 4: Dimensions of a Generic Building

6. The Textures of a Generic Building
For the different elements of a Generic Building individual sets of textures are available
- textures for BOTTOM and TOP, (they are the same)
- WINDOW textures
- ROOF textures
- GABLE and FACE textures
These textures are an inherent part of the Flight Simulator and are located in the folder
"....\FS9\Texture"
and
"...\FSX\Texture"
It should be noted, that textures of Generic Buildings, which in the folder "texture" of FS
have the format ".bmp" or ".dds", are converted by FS into "Texture Numbers".
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We can see these texture numbers either in the "Properties"-window of ObPlacer_XML or
SBuilderX or directly in the XML-file (Fig. 5 below).
In Fig 5 (same content as in Fig. 4) the lines are marked, where the textures of each element
are defined.

Fig. 5: The Texture Lines in the XML-file
Each "Texture Number" refers to an unique file in the "Texture"-folders of FS
The allocation of texture numbers to BMP- or DDS-files is listed in a table in the Appendix of
this tutorial.

6.1 The Textures Numbers
The full amount of valid texture numbers is:
- BOTTOM and TOP low: 0 - 85, medium: 86 - 121, high: 122 - 151 (FSX only)
- WINDOW

low: 0 - 84, medium: 85 - 102, high: 103 - 119 (FSX only)

- ROOF

0 to 37

- GABLE and FACE

0 - 151, 1000 - 119, 2000 - 2037 (see chapter
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6.2 The Textures Numbers for BOTTOM/TOP and WINDOW
The BOTTOM/TOP and the WINDOW texture numbers are grouped in three different blocks:
o Low numbered textures have for BOTTOM/TOP 4 layers and only one
for WINDOWS.
o Medium numbered textures have 13 layers
o High numbered textures have 10 layers
BOTTOM/TOP- and WINDOW-texture numbers could be used randomly and without regard
to which group they belong, but only in theory.
In practice they interact with each other in the following way:

Low
BOTTOM/TOP
numbers
Medium
BOTTOM/TOP
numbers
High
BOTTOM/TOP
numbers

Low
WINDOW numbers

Medium
WINDOW numbers

High
Window numbers

OK

undefined
gray
textures

undefined
gray
textures

OK

OK

OK

OK

WINDOW: OK
BOTTOM/TOP:
4 layers as 1
WINDOW: OK
BOTTOM/TOP:
2 layers as 1

The combinations Low-Medium and Low-High (FSX only) result in undesired graphics and
should not be used.

6.2.1 The Low BOTTOM/TOP Numbers 0 to 85
A prerequisite for BOTTOM textures is, that the parameter "sizeBottomY" (height of the
BOTTOM-element) has a value other than 0.
The same is valid for "sizeTopY".
These textures have names like "br_apt1_2.bmp" and have a night counterpart.

Fig. 6 The textures "br_apt1_2.bmp" and "br_apt1_2_lm.bmp"
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Besides the day- and night-textures also "Bump"-textures and "Specular"-textures are
available, which are used by FSX but cannot be controlled externally.
All BOTTO/TOP numbers come in pairs. For instance the texture "br_apt1_2.bmp" is valid for
the texture numbers 8 and 9. This permits the independent use of single layers for both
BOTTOM and TOP.
A small experiment gives the answer.
- insert the following values in the "Properties"-window of ObPlacer_XML or SBuilderX:
-

bottom Texture
top Texture
Roof
sizeX
SizeY
size BottomY
size WindowY
size Top

8
9
FLAT
40
20
20
0
20

- The result is shown in Fig 9.

Fig. 7
This texture is divided into four layers. The lowest shows the bottom layer (street level) of a
building. Just above it is the top layer that is rendered above the windows. The third layer is
an alternative lower level (street level again), and above that another top level. The texture
number 8 references the lower two layers, and number 9 the upper two layer.
Their correlation with the texture numbers are shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 8
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The correlation is not randomly. The BOTTOM layers have a door, the TOP layers have only
windows. This form of "4-layer multi-use" is valid only for the low texture numbers 0 to 85

6.2.2 The Low WINDOW - Textures 0 to 84
- A prerequisite for WINDOW textures is, that the parameter "sizeWindowY" (height of the
Window-element) has a value other than 0.
- Each texture number for a WINDOW-element has only one dedicated BMP/DDS-file,
which has a name like "ap_w1.bmp", it's night counterpart "ap_w1_lm.bmp"

"ap_w1.bmp"

"ap_w1_lm.bmp"

Fig. 9: low WNDOW-textures
Some of the WINDOW-textures have additionally Bump- and Specular-textures (FSX only)

6.2.3 The Medium BOTTOM/TOP and WINDOW Texture Numbers
This chapter describes:
- TOP/BOTTOM Texture Numbers

86 to 121

- WINDOW-Texture Numbers

85 to 102

for FS9:
ObPlacer _XML does not work with medium and high texture numbers.
To view the results of experiments the parameters must be edited directly in the
XML-file.
For the medium TOP/BOTTOM and WINDOW texture numbers there are only 3 BMP-files
allocated:
- "smallairport.bmp"
- "mediumairport.bmp"
- "largeairport.bmp"
They are, together with all other texture files, located in the "texture"-folder of FS.
They have the same structure as the low textures but different content.
In Fig.10 the texture "smallairport.bmp" is shown.
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Fig. 10:

The texture "smallairport.bmp"

Three texture-BMPs seem a little sparse for 52 texture numbers ( 86 to 121 and 85 to 102).
The secret lies in splitting each of the three BMPs into 16 layers, which are allocated to the
numbers.
In the following Figures 11 to 13 you can see the allocation of the layers to
- the BOTTOM/TOP texture numbers (shown in green)
- and to the WINDOW texture numbers (shown in red)
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Fig. 11: The layers in "smallairport.bmp"

Fig 12: The layers in mediumairport.bmp
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Fig. 13: The layers in "largeairport.bmp"
The creation of an example is done here directly in the XML-file.
- We must start "XMLPad Pro". At the beginning its display is still empty.
- Instead of manually inserting all required entries in the XML-format we simply
generate in "ObPlacer_XML" or "SBuilderX" a Rectangular Building with a Ridge Roof
with low texture numbers.
- Before you compile this as "test.bgl", you better include also the coordinates, where you
want to place the Generic Building in FSX - for inspection.
- Start the FS, open an airport of your choice, move the aircraft in slew-mode to a
proper location and
o in SBuilderX (for FSX) in the "Object Properties"- window under
the tab "General" right-click on the button "Position from FSX". This will
insert the coordinates.
o in ObPlacer_XML (for FS9) in the "Properties" window right-click on
the line "lat" or "lon". Then chose the option "Read Position from FS".
This will insert the latitude.
- Save the building as "test.xml"
- This file "test.xml" we open in "XMLPad Pro"
Since we can modify all attributes in the properties window on the left side, we do not need
the detailed XML-file in the right-hand side display-window.
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A click on "General Building" opens
the main attributes.
We give the following values to
- window texture
- bottom texture
- roof texture

94
92
18

top texture does not matter, since
we will not have a TOP.

Fig. 14 values for the textures
Next we click on "Rectangular Building"

Here we change the following to:
-

sizeX
sizeZ
sizeBottomY
sizeWindowY
sizeTopY
sizeRoofY
gableTexture

80
50
10
10
0
20
18

All textureIndices stay on 256

Fig 15:

values for sizes and gableTexture
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- When done, save the XML-file
- Next you have to compile this XML to a BGL-file. This can be done with the program
"bglcomp.exe", which can be found in the "BGLCOMP_SDK" folder.
- The resulting file "test.bgl" is placed as single BGL in "...FS\Addon Scenery\scenery"
- Make sure, that "Addon Scenery" is activated in FS's "Scenery Library".
- Start FS and go to the selected location. There you will see the Generic Building of
Fig 16.
- Compare it with Fig 12, where the relevant texture numbers are shown in layer 4 and 5..

Fig. 16: Generic Building wit "medium Texture Numbers" for BOTTOM and WINDOW
It must be admitted, that without a "Preview Function" the step-wise testing of these Generic
Buildings is somewhat cumbersome.
But the process can be improved by simply generating a copy of the directory of "Addon
Sceneries" with another name. In its "scenery"-folder the XML and the compiler(s) are
stored.
The BGL-file produced by compiling in this folder is stored there automatically, overwriting a
previous version.
All it needs then is to activate this directory in the "Scenery Library" of FS
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6.2.4 The High BOTTOM/TOP and WINDOW Texture Numbers
This chapter describes:
- TOP/BOTTOM Texture Numbers
- WINDOW-Texture Numbers

122 to 151
105 to 119

They are only available in FSX
For the high TOP/BOTTOM and WINDOW texture numbers there are only 3 BMP-files
allocated:
- "AirportHangars_Small.dds"
- "AirportHangars_Medium.dds"
- "AirportHangars_Large.dds"
They are, together with all other texture files, located in "...FSX\Texture.
They have the same structure as the medium textures but different content.
In Fig.17 the texture "AirportHangars_Small.dds" is shown.

124

Fig 17: "AirportHangars_Small.dds"
Also in this case each of the three DDSs are split, this time into 10 layers, which are
allocated to the high texture numbers
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Fig. 18: The layers of "AirportHangars_Small"

Fig. 19: The layers of "AirportHangars_Medium"
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Fig. 20: The layers of "AirportHangars_Large"
In Fig. 21 a generic building is shown, which uses the high texture numbers
windowTexture

118

(layer 8 in AirportHangars_Large)

bottomTexture

140

(layer 5 in AirportHangars_Small)

topTexture

10

roofTexture

18

Fig. 21: Flat roofed Generic Building with high texture numbers
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6.3 The "ROOF" - Texture Numbers
- For roof textures an entry in "sizeRoofY" is not required, since all building - types and
roof - types use a roof-texture.
- the value for "sizeRoofY" determines only the height of a "non-FLAT" roof.
There are 38 textures available for ROOF. They have the texture numbers 0 to 37
ROOF-textures have names like "tanrooff3.bmp" or "tanroof3.dds". Note that these
textrures despite having the same name look quite different in FS9 and FSX

"tanroof3.bmp"

"tanroof3.dds"
Fig. 22: ROOF-textures

6.4 The "GABLE" - and "FACE" - Texture Numbers
GABLE and FACE textures are identical. But they do not have their own textures.
They use the textures of BOTTOM/TOP, WINDOW or ROOF according to the following rules:

the GABLE textures 0 -151 are the same as the BOTTOM/TOP textures 0 - 151
(122 - 151 FSX only)
the GABLE textures 1000 - 1119 are the same as the WINDOW textures 0 - 119
(105 - 119 FSX only)
the GABLE textures 2000 - 2037 are the same as the ROOF textures

0 - 37

However FACE and GABLE use textures in a slightly different - and annoying - way
compared to BOTTOM/TOP and WINDOW.
- Whereas BOTTOM/TOP and WINDOW use separately only one the many layers of a
texture, FACE and GABLE do not differentiate between layers but use the whole
texture. This is shown in Fig. 23.
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Fig. 23 GABLE use of a BOTTOM texture
This makes the multi-layer BOTTOM/TOP-textures pretty useless, also the multi-layer
medium and high WINDOW textures.
Good results for GABLE/FACE offer low WINDOW textures and all ROOF textures without
too much detailed structures.
In Fig 24 and 25 two good GABLE texture examples are shown.

Fig. 24:

Fig 25:

WINDOW texture # 64 (low number)
GABLE texture # 1064
ROOF texture # 25
GABLE = WINDOW

WINDOW texture # 64 (low number)
GABLE texture # 2036
ROOF texture # 36

GABLE = ROOF
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7. The Texture Indices of a Generic Building
There is a last group of parameters in the XML-file used above, which need explaining,
namely the "textureIndices". They are marked with red in Fig. 26

Fig. 26 Texture Indices in the XML-file
In the SDK-document "Compiling Scenery with BGL-Comp" the Texture Indices are defined
in the following way:
When referencing textures for a Generic Building, a calculated ratio is used to determine
how often the texture is repeated in the given space.
The calculation is the given number, divided by 256. This evaluates to the number of times
the texture is repeated.
It does not matter if the texture is 64x64 pixels, or 512x512 pixels, the same calculation
(division by 256) applies.
So, for example, if the value for textureIndexBottomX is 1024, then the lower level texture is
repeated four (1024/256 = 4) times across the building.
If the number 384 had been entered, then the texture would be repeated one and a half
times across the building.
If the number entered was 128, then half the texture would be rendered.
The same calculation applies for repeating textures in the Y (up) and Z directions. For most
sections of the building only one texture ratio is used to determine how the texture is
handled, but for some two ratios are needed. For example, textureIndexRoofX and
textureIndexRoofZ, determine how many times the single roof texture is repeated in the X
and Z directions.
- The fixed point, from where the "offset" is originating is always the left corner for
X- and Z-axis and the lower corner for the Y-axis.
To show the effect, we chose an unsymmetric texture: ".br_apt3_4.bmp".
It has the texture numbers 10 (lower part) and 11 (upper part).
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Fig. 27:

The texture "br_apt3_4.bmp"

7.1 Texture Indices in X- and Z-Axis (Length and Width)
We generate a Rectangular Building with
- size X and Z = 100, size BottomY, topY and sizeRoofY =50.
- a sizeWindowY of 0 suppresses the Window-element.
- we chose 11 for both the topTexture and bottomTexture.
The resulting square building is shown under (1) in Fig. 28.

Fig 28: The effect of texture indices in X- and Z-axis
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(1) Basic building with default indices
(2) The length of the building in the X-axis is doubled. The texture of this side is
stretched, which increases the size of the door and of the windows.
But the number of doors and windows stays the same.

(3) The texture index of this side (BottomX) is doubled from 256 to 512.
Now the size of the door and of the windows is back to original but their number is
doubled.

(4) On the Z-axis of the building the texture index (Bottom Z) is reduced to half (128).
This reduces the texture to half size but increases the size of door and windows.

7.2 Texture Indices in the Y-Axis (Height)
This is available only for the elements "WINDOW", "GABLE" and "FACE".

7.2.1 textureIndexWindowY
In order to show the effect we allocate the value 50 to "sizeWindowY."
In Fig 29 under (1) this basic setup is shown.

Fig. 29: The effect of texture indices in the Y-axis of WINDOW
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(1) Texture Indices for WINDOW are default. But due to the double elongation in the
X-axis the windows are unnaturally stretched.

(2) The increase of the texture index in the y-axis to 512 (double) two sets of windows
on top of each other appear.

(3) The increase (double) of the texture index in the X-axis reduces the windows-size
to normal but doubles the number of windows

7.2.2 textureIndexGableY
The situation for GABLE is similar to Window but significantly different due to the fact, that
GABLE does not use one texture layer, but the whole texture.
In order to show this, we remove the BOTTOM (sizeBottomY=0) and the WINDOW
(sizeWindowY=0). Furthermore we allocate the texture "gv_tb1_2.bmp" to "gable Texture".
The relevant texture number is 30.
The result can be seen in (1) of Fig. 30

Fig. 30: The effect of texture indices for GABLE/FACE
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(1) The GABLE texture 30 is in its default size and shows all layers of "gv_tb1_2.bmp".
(2) The reduction of textureIndexGable in the Y-axis to 64 reduces the texture to a
quarter of its size, but the size in the Z-axis is maintained.

(3) These changes generate a single large opening in the gable.

8. Known Problems with Generic Buildings
This headline sounds worse than it is.
- Slanted Roofs do not work in FS9. But they are not very useful anyway.
- The "mapping" of the textures on the 4 sides a rectangular building is not predictable.
- And the low textures for GABLE/FACE do not differentiate between the 4 layers.
That is about all.

8.1 The Slanted Roof in FS9
A Rectangular Generic Building with a Slanted Roof should look like this:

Fig. 31: Rectangular Building with a Slanted Roof in FSX
In Fig. 31 the FACE uses a low BOTTOM/TOP texture number resulting in the for GABLE
and FACE unattractive multilayered texture.
But that is not the issue here.
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The same building shows up in FS9 like this:

Fig. 32:

Slant Roof Front view

Slant Roof Back view.

Dough Matthews from Microsoft game studios commented this:
"I seem to recall they don't always line up with the building sides. That's a bug
that did not get fixed. Sorry. "

8.2 The Mapping of Textures on the Sides of a Building
Luis Sà, the author of SBuilderX pointed this out.
We use a high WINDOW texture number 147. In Fig. 33 it is shown in layer 7

Fig 33
Fig. 34 shows a "standard" building, with

sizeX = sizeY , all indices = 256,

Fig 34
It is remarkable, that only the display in the y-axis follows properly the texture.
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In the x-axis the direction is reversed.
Next we extend sizeX from 60 to 100

Fig. 35: Result of a longer X-axis
The display in the Y-axis stays the same.
But the mapping of the texture in the X-axis does not start at the corner but is shifted.
The last Figure shows a potential influence of a changed texture index X (from 256 to 512)

Fig 36: Result of a larger texture index
As can be seen, the texture index does not influence the mapping of the texture.
Doug Matthews, when asked by Luis Sà about this, merely shrugged his shoulders with this
comment:
"The code for figuring out the horizontal "starting point" (for the texture
mapping) attempts to get doors on the front and back faces. It also involves a
pseudo-random mechanism, which is probably why you're having a tough
time."

8.3 The Problem of the Low GABLE/FACE Texture Numbers
In earlier chapters it was already mentioned and in Fig. 23, 30, 31 and 32 it is noticeable,
that the texture numbers 8 to 119, i.e. the BOTTOM/TOP textures are not really suitable for
GABLE and FACE, because the map the whole multilayered textures.
The WINDOW- and ROOF-textures are a far better solution.
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9. Complex Nested Generic Buildings
Generic Buildings cannot be buried partially in the ground.
The have to sit always on the surface.
But Generic Buildings can be co-located at one and the same location, without displacing or
eliminating each other.
Of course, a large building "swallows a smaller one. But longer or higher generic buildings
protrude from the other and is partially visible.
One might nest two towers. In case that the smaller tower is higher then the big one, it gives
the impression, that he is put on top of the other.
With this method it is possible to generate quickly rather complex structures, which are very
impressive at large airport terminals or industrial complexes.

9.1 What To Do
In Fig 37 such a complex "nested" Generic Building is shown.

Fig. 37: Airport Building made from 3 Generic Buildings and one Library Object
- Object 1 is the longest and the lowest building. Its attributes are:
sizeX=15, sizeZ=60, sizeBottomY=0, sizeWindowY=3, sizeTop=0
windowTexture=85,
textureIndexWindowY=256 (one level only)
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- Object 2 is the highest square building in the middle. Its attributes are:
sizeX=40, sizeZ=40, sizeBottomY=6, sizeWindowY=0, sizeTopY=0
windowTexture=100, bottomTexture=114,
textureIndexBottomX and. Z=256
- Object 3 is the highest small square, with the attributes:
sizeX=30, sizeZ=30, sizeBottomY=0, sizeWindowY=8, sizeTopY=0
windowTexture=86,
textureIndexWindowY=1024 (three levels)
All 3 objects are placed on the same position coordinates.

9.2 How To Do It
- The generation and placement of the 3 buildings is done with the help of "SBuilderX" or
"ObPlacer_XML" for the sizes and the placement coordinates (no high texture numbers)
- The "tower" is a Library Object from FS, which is located in the BGL-file
"...\FS\Scenery\Eurw\Scenery\Amsterdam.bgl"
- The file "Amsterdam.bgl" must be de-compiled with the program "BGLAnalyze9" or
"BGLAnalyzeX" into a XML-files and all MDL-files.
- One of the many MDLs is "ams_tower.mdl"
- This MDL-file must be loaded into "ObPlacer_XML" and with the help of FS for proper
coordinates is must be placed on the lowest object, right corner.
The tower must be reduced to half of its height with "scale= 0.5"
- The XML-file is saved and ObPlacer_XML closed
- the MDL-file must be copied to the same folder as the XML-file.
- Finally the XML-file is opened in "XMLPad Pro" and all the high texture numbers are
added
- The entry of the tower must look like this in the XML-file:
_______________________________________________________________________
<SceneryObject lat="... etc... till....... " imageComplexity="NORMAL">
<LibraryObject name="194C60F2F3514A70BA1A887EF73C6A15" scale="0.5" />
</SceneryObject>
<ModelData name="194C60F2F3514A70BA1A887EF73C6A15" sourceFile="ams_tower.mdl" />
________________________________________________________________________________________

- The final XML-file is compiled into a BGL-file and saved to a scenery directory of FS
(Addon Scenery)
- Finally the textures of the tower "AMS_Fork2.bmp" and "towercrew.bmp" must be
copied into the texture folder of the Scenery directory.
- The FS is started, the Scenery directory must be activated in the "Scenery Library" of
FS.
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- Fly there and enjoy.
Work time (including a coffee break) is about 2 hours, much less then doing it with GMax.
To conclude this tutorial, another complex Generic Building is shown, namely the figure on
the cover page.
This is the castle of Neuchatel in Switzerland.
A photo, which was used as "model" is shown too.

November 2009
Helli Hauck
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Appendix
GENERIC BUILDINGs

The Textures and their Numbers
for FS9 and FSX
The Generic Buildings, which are available for in FS9 and FSX Scenery Design, offer a
multitude of very different objects.
Their appearance is defined via several building parameters such as BOTTOM (lower part),
TOP (upper part), ROOF etc.
Each parameter has an allocated texture. These textures, which are resident in the folder
"Textures" of FS9 and FSX, are allocated with a "texture number" in the XML-file of a
Generic Building.
Since the FS folder contains many more textures, it is difficult among them to identify those
of the generic buildings.
Two efforts were made to collect all texture numbers and texture files in one document.
(1) For FS9 Microsoft published a list in the BGLCOMP SDK. But it is not complete.
(2) For FSX Luis Sà published a list in his "SBuilderX" . This list was researched and
generated by Luis Féliz-Tirado.
But both lists do not show the graphics of the textures.
In this document here for each texture number, the relevant file name and the allocated
texture graphic is presented, for both FS9 and FSX.
The following color code is used to distinguish between FS9- and FSX-data, but only where
they differ from each other.
FS9 data are either colored in red or have a red frame
FSX data are colored in blue or have a blue frame.
_____________________________________________________________
My thanks and appreciation for their help go to
Arno Gerretsen
Luis Féliz-Tirado
Dough Matthews
Jon Patch
Luis Sà
Corrections and suggestions for improvement should be addressed to
helmuth.hauck@t-online.de
Helli
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Note: Texture numbers 75 to 84 are filed earlier under their respective building and
color sections
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